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Science in the Wild is a book for children aged 7 to 11. It talks about thrilling adventures,
dangerous science and funny experiences with wild creatures. Have fun with Porcupine Willy,
watch Octopus Paulino and be afraid by Leo, the Leopard. Travel with the Zoologist called U.K.
to Africa, Naples in Italy and Sri Lanka. Meet Buffalos, Snakes, Elephants, Cheetahs, Flying
Dogs and Dragons in dangerous and strange situations. Learn which kind of research has to be
done to understand behavior of wild animals better. "Just stay as you are and don't move",
Richard whispered . "If you don't scare or anger them, they won't bother you. Every now and
then they come into the camp. They're only curious." Then I heard the noise again. It really was
just like thunder. Only it sounded as if it was directly in front of the tent. But it was much, much
quieter than thunder. Now I could feel that something was feeling its way along the side of the
tent. As it was doing this it came up against my camp bed, and as a result I almost fell out of it.
And then it was all over. Anxiously I whispered to Richard: "Are those lions by any chance?" No
reply. Perhaps he had already fallen asleep again? He whispered back, "No, don't worry. It's only
elephants. A whole family. We know them well and they know us, too."

About the AuthorZoologist Jim Kavanagh has made a career out of introducing novices to
plants, animals, the sciences and world cultures. In addition to creating over 500 simplified
nature guides, he has also authored guides to languages, cities and outdoor skills. An avid
traveler and backpacker, Kavanagh’s path has taken him around the world to many remote
destinations including the upper Ebook Library, Africa, Australia, and the Arctic Circle (and this is
just the As). He is also the author of a series of state-specific guides to common species and
natural attractions and a children's book on evolution.With 650+ titles in print and 6.5 million
copies sold, Waterford Press publishes the largest line of folding-format reference guides in the
industry. Our mission is to connect people to the natural world by making knowledge about
wildlife identification, outdoor recreation, travel, and safety and survival skills accessible to a
wide audience.
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        Pages 8 - 70 are not included in this sample.
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